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Editorial
Dear readers
The last quarter was fraught with a densely packed programme, and the question “How much
more?” has frequently come to my mind, as well as the worry that it might also be too much
for you. Does it make sense to participate at Munich Highlights, to hold an auction with preview in Basle and to stage an exhibition at BAAF celebrating the gallery’s 150th anniversary
all at the same time, whilst giving up active participation at BAAF Basle? I therefore ask for
your understanding, if we offer a less packed programme in the future. The important question
is, whether less is not more and whether this enables us to look after our clients better.
My wife and I shall use the days between Christmas and New Year for a careful analysis. We
will decide at which events we will participate and which ones we will forgo, in order to be
able to offer you a well-balanced programme in 2014.
The auction was successful, apart from the lots with books. I refer to Ms Yiu’s report on page 3.
The live bidding on the internet was - in spite of my capricious remarks - a resounding success
and will certainly be continued. Contrary to our intentions, Cahn’s Quarterly 4 will not be the
last. The series will be continued because of your enthusiastic feedback and comments, for
which I thank you very much indeed.
Meanwhile I wish you a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!

A Mask of a Mummy. H. 45 cm. Cartonnage,
polychromy. Egypt, Ptolemaic Period, ca. 1st cent.
B.C. Auction 8, lot 51, sold for CHF 158,600

Business as usual

Traces in Clay On the Immediacy of Ancient Objects
By Gerburg Ludwig
A multitude of details reveal, to the practiced
archaeologist’s eye, valuable insights into
the production history of ceramic vessels.
The first part of this introduction into telltale minutiae explores the traces left by the
potter; the second part (CQ 1/2014) looks at
marks made on the objects after they have
left his hands.
When a pottery fragment is found during an
excavation, its stratigraphic context is first
documented and then it is removed from the
ground. After the loose soil and encrustation
has been brushed off, the fragment is categorised roughly. Depending on its condition,
size, the curvature of the wall, the turning
ridges in the clay and the decoration, the
possibility exists that it can be assigned to a
certain vessel shape, ceramic ware or genre.
This classification later becomes part of the
documentation pertaining to the entire findcontext. By comparison with pottery found
CQ
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in neighbouring or similarly structured excavations, conclusions can be drawn with regard to the original utilisation of the site. In
general, it will probably have been either a
settlement, a necropolis or a sanctuary. Furthermore, pottery, due to its high quality and
thorough documentation, serves as a chronological indicator, which helps to date the
excavation as a whole.
Only much later, after thorough cleaning and
restoration, some of the fragments, which

can, in the best case, be reassembled to form
a complete vessel, reveal their figural and
ornamental decoration, and sometimes also
their hidden secrets. These are only rarely
uncovered by the photographs or drawings
made to document the excavation. If one
leaves aside the white gloves generally used
when handling objects in museums and col
lections, as well as when presenting them at
auctions, and takes the ceramics into one’s
bare hands, the “close-up” visual impression is complemented by a tactile experience
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comparable at best to that of sculpture form
ed by human hands, and which far surpasses the two-dimensionality of photographic
plates or powerpoint presentations. Like the
potter who once held the vessel in his hands,
turning it this way and that, we can now
“experience” the object. In this way, minute
but valuable details can be discovered, which
bear witness to the process of creation and
sometimes also to mishaps. One differentiates between traces caused directly by the
potter’s hand during the processes of potting
and painting (production marks) and those
caused during firing which are not necessarily directly controllable by him.1
A closer look at the ceramics that are currently in the gallery stock, or have been sold recently, reveals that these traces are fairly frequent. How exactly were they caused? Small
clay tablets, the pinakes from Penteskouphia
near Corinth, dating from the 6th century B.C.,
as well as some scenes on drinking cups, skyphoi, hydriae and kraters, are decorated with
lively scenes depicting work in the clay pits
and potter’s workshops.2 At the beginning of
the creation process, no tool and no brush
mediated between the potter’s hand and the
lump of clay awaiting to be formed.3 With
the aid of a potter’s wheel, both hands formed the interior and exterior of the vessel
and smoothed its surface. Only at a later stage did the potter employ a limited selection
of tools, such as wooden rods, leather rugs
and stencils. Production traces such as turn
ing ridges (illus. 1) and traces of smoothen
ing (illus. 3) on the interior and exterior of
vessels bear witness to this first production
stage. Occasionally, larger crystals in the clay
were dragged along during turning, causing
an irregular surface structure (illus 1).
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cracking. The semi-hard vessels were then
painted. This task was accomplished by applying the ferrous glaze (fine clay slip), which
was only slightly different in hue from the
grey clay and had a delicate metallic shimmer, to the vessel, on which the design had
sometimes already been incised or sketched.
It was not always possible to avoid inadvertent applications of glaze either due to a slip
of the brush or to drips and splashes (illus.
5-6). Furthermore, minor flaws were tolerated, for instance when the red miltos wash on
the base of a vessel was smeared on piercing
the ring foot with a wooden rod (illus. 7).
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To be continued in CQ 1/2014.
1) H. Schörner, Werkzeuge, Techniken, Arbeiter. Ein Blick
in die griechische Keramikwerkstatt, Forum Archaeologiae 62/III/2012 (http://farch.net) 1-8; B. Fellmann, Herstellungsspuren an attischen Trinkschalen in: M. Bentz
(ed.), Vasenforschung und Corpus Vasorum Antiquorum.
Standortbestimmung und Perspektiven, CVA Deutschland 1. Beih. (Munich 2002) 59-63; B. Kaeser, Herstellungs- und Schicksalsspuren, Nachträge in: Bentz,ibid.,
65-72.
2) I. Scheibler, Griechische Töpferkunst. Herstellung,
Handel und Gebrauch der antiken Tongefässe (Munich
1983) 71-85, 92-111, 117-120, illus. 64-71, 73-74, 82, 92,
94-98, 101-102, 106-108.
3) Scheibler, ibid. (note 2) 73-107.

Friends

Handles were attached using moist clay slip,
and the fingers often left pronounced, ringshaped traces of smoothening around the
handle roots. Sometimes the potter also left
fingerprints in the clay (illus. 2-3). Once the
vessel had been given the shape desired, the
potter detached it from the wheel using a
thread. If he did not finish the base, an area
of curved hatching remained visible (illus.
4). The vessels were dried slowly in a cool
chamber in order to prevent the clay from
2
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Auction

Desirable Antiquities: Cahn Auction 8
By Yvonne Yiu

The Swiss collection of Egyptian art was
highly sought after and bidding was fierce
for both the coffin of Hathorhotep (lot 49)
and the mask of a mummy (lot 51), which
graced the cover of the catalogue. The coffin was knocked down for the tenfold starting bid (CHF 146,600 with buyer’s premium)
and the mummy mask was sold for almost
six times the starting bid (CHF 158,600 with
buyer’s premium).

Splendid autumn weather and the stylish
ambience of the Villa Wenkenhof provided
a festive setting for the preview and for the
auction itself. The visitors were delighted by
the works of art, which were displayed to advantage in the rococo rooms resplendent with
mirrors, silk wall hangings and stucco lustro.
Correspondingly, the auction was well attended: the auction room was full, and many
bidders not only from Europe, but also from
Australia, the USA and Korea opted to bid
by telephone and online. 73% of the 255 lots
of ancient art were sold: 62% were knocked
down at the auction and a further 11% were
sold in the after-sale. Excepting the old catalogues, there was, unfortunately, no interest
in the books.

CQ

The unusual objects in Christian von FaberCastell’s collection of erotic art awakened the
desire of many collectors. Thus, there was
heavy competition for the two Italic anatomic votives in the shape of a phallos and
a uterus, which probably originated from a
healing and fertility sanctuary (lot 181), for
the 23.5 cm long, fully erect Greek penis with
scrotum in skin-coloured terracotta (lot 182)
and for the extremely rare glass phallos from
the eastern Mediterranean with an opening in
the glans through which liquids could escape
(lot 195). This remarkable vessel was sold for
five times the starting bid (CHF 9,760 with
buyer’s premium). The more everyday erotica
were, however, difficult to sell.
There was great interest in the ceramics from
the American Davis Collection. The red-figure cup attributed to the Painter of the New
York Centauromachy changed hands for
CHF 43,920 (lot 176, starting bid CHF 8,000).
The stunning Siana cup attributed to the C
Painter (lot 138), which had already been sold
in Basle once before – in the year 1969, at an
auction by the Münzen und Medaillen AG,
under the auspices of Herbert A. Cahn – was
knocked down for CHF 61,000 at our auction, and the well published red-figure lekythos with a hunting scene, attributed to the

Manner of the Athena Painter, doubled the
starting bid (lot 142, CHF 24,400 with buyer’s
premium).
The top lot of the auction was an elegant
marble head of the Capitoline Venus (lot 267),
which was sold for CHF 201,300. Despite its
importance, however, the Antonine head,
possibly of Thukydides (lot 266), remained
unsold. The Roman torso of an athlete from
the 1st century A.D. (lot 259) entered a new
collection for CHF 91,500 and the serious
young man wearing a tunica and mantle (lot
265) changed hands for CHF 34,160.
Consignments for our next auction are welcome.
Visit us at cahnauktionen.ch
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Meet the Gallery

The Management

By Yvonne Yiu (text) and Christian von Faber-Castell (photos)

In the 150 years of its history, the company Cahn has always been directed by a member of the Cahn family, and
throughout its existence, women have played a significant role in the management.

As the proprietor of the gallery, Jean-David
Cahn is responsible for its strategy. He is a
classical archaeologist, who studied at the
University of Basle and was a Junior Research
Fellow at Wolfson College, University of Oxford. His main concern is the optimal service
both to his new and to his experienced collectors. Accordingly, he is always available
for his clients in his galleries in Basle and St.
Moritz as well as at art fairs, and – on request
– also at their homes. In order to be able to
offer an attractive range of antiquities, it is
essential to buy wisely. His acquisitions made
at auctions and directly from private sources
are preceded by intensive research to ensure
that the objects meet the highest ethical and
qualitative standards.
4

Jean-David Cahn is closely connected with
the various exponents of the art market, since
he is a board member not only of the art fair
TEFAF Maastricht, but also of the Interna
tional Association of Dealers in Ancient Art
(IADAA), and the Verband Schweizerischer
Antiquare und Kunsthändler (VSAK). He also
maintains good contacts with the Swiss Bundesamt für Kultur (BAK), and is friends with
many directors and curators of museums, art
dealers and private collectors all over the
world. His knowledge of archaeology and
the global art market, in conjunction with
his practical experience in the trade have en
abled Jean-David Cahn to develop a creative
and successful business strategy even in these
economically difficult times.

This strategy is developed in close dialogue
with his wife, the lawyer Antje Gaiser Cahn.
For years Antje Gaiser Cahn and Jean-David
Cahn have continuously discussed all matters
concerning the firm.
Antje Gaiser Cahn studied law at Basle University and completed her studies with the
licentiate utriusque iuris. After initial professional experience she passed the bar examination in 1998. While still a student, Antje
Gaiser Cahn became interested in art law and
later represented the interests of the art trade
at the conference on the Unidroit Conven
tion on Stolen or Illegally Exported Cultural Objects in Rome (1996), and during the
proceedings which led to the Federal Act on
CQ
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the International Transfer of Cultural Property (CPTA) in Switzerland. Together with
Jean-David Cahn, she acted as an expert for
art law for the Council of Europe and was a
co-founder of IADAA, which sets the ethical
guidelines for the trade in ancient works of
art.
Antje Gaiser Cahn became acquainted with
the practical aspects of the art market under
the aegis of Herbert A. Cahn, the father of
Jean-David Cahn, in the 1990’s. She assisted
energetically at many art fairs, packed and
unpacked works of art, helped with the secretarial work, and looked after clients. Her
wide-ranging experience in the art world and
her legal expertise contributed significantly
to the foundation of the Jean-David Cahn
AG, which replaced his father’s company,
H.A.C. – Kunst der Antike, in 1999. To this
day, the success of the gallery is owed to a
large degree to her advice and direction.

Elfriede Gaiser’s involvement in the company
also began in the days of Herbert A. Cahn’s
gallery, Kunst der Antike. In 1997, her sonin-law, Jean-David Cahn, who was then in
Oxford, asked the insurance expert whether
she would be willing to enter the register
of addresses into a computer database. She
still has to smile when she remembers that
there were 3000 instead of the expected 500
addresses. When Herbert A. Cahn’s secre
tary retired, Elfriede Gaiser took on some of
her tasks. After the foundation of the JeanDavid Cahn AG, she was entrusted with the
accounts, bookkeeping and human resources.
She is also responsible for insurance matters.
Having spent 20 years with the Neuenburger Versicherungen and having kept abreast
with developments in this sector, “she struck
fear,” so Jean-David Cahn humorously, “in
the hearts of the insurance brokers”. Elfriede
Gaiser regards her work in the gallery as a
daily challenge which enhances the quality
of her life. What little free time remains, she
dedicates to porcelain painting, an art that
requires a lot of patience and precision – she
once spent more than 400 hours working on
a large vase with three figural scenes!
CQ

My Choice

A Bronze Statuette of a
Charioteer
By Jean-David Cahn

BRONZE STATUETTE OF A CHARIOTEER. H. 7.3 cm. Bronze. Etruscan, mid-5th cent. B.C.
CHF 24,000

The bronze statuette of a charioteer presented
here is a great rarity. There is no doubt about
his role. He wears an ankle-length cloak over
a sleeved chiton. The cloak is fastened at
the right shoulder by a fibula, and part of
his ornate garment is draped over his arm.
The straps slung around the upper part of his
arms and across his chest and back provide support in the galloping chariot and are
typically worn by charioteers. His odd coiffure, short behind and long in front, is also
characteristic. A short sword emerges from
underneath the cloak. His beardless, youthful
face with wide-open eyes and finely engraved eyebrows is remarkable. Our charioteer
stands firmly on both legs, and both arms
are flexed as he is already racing; his cloak

flutters in the breeze. The best comparisons
are the famous marble charioteer of Motya
in Sicily and - of course - the Delphi Charioteer. Charioteers are very rarely represented
in sculpture, in contrast to vase-painting and
reliefs. The delicacy of the execution and the
wealth of detail mark this statuette, with its
thick, dark olive-green patina, as a master
piece of the middle of the 5th century B.C.
The richly draped garments and the expressive style of the face suggest an Etruscan
origin. Many years ago, my father sold this
small masterpiece at TEFAF Maastricht to a
married couple we are very fond of. It is a
great pleasure to be able to offer you this
beautiful bronze again.
5
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New Artworks Monthly
on www.cahn.ch

Animals and Mythical Creatures
Canton Zurich. Egypt, Late Period, 26th-30th Dynasty,
500–300 B.C.
CHF 3,600

A Snake Sarcophagus. L. 5 cm. Bronze. Small,
rectangular sarcophagus for snake bones. A coiled-up
snake with lowered head lies on top of the sarcophagus.
A loop in two of the corners. An ancient restoration and
a small modern filling on one side of the sarcophagus.
Previously London, Sotheby’s, 13 June 1921, part of lot
164. Formerly Coll. Lord Amherst. Egypt, Late Period,
2nd half of 1st mill. B.C.
CHF 2,200
A Fragment of a Funerary Inscription. H. 19 cm.
Limestone. This small fragment was part of a funerary
inscription that was written in several vertical columns.
The hieroglyphs in sunken relief were painted blue; traces of paint are still visible. The hieroglyphs read, from
the top to the bottom: “curl”, “sceptre”, “mountain”, “lizard” and “bread”. The sense of the text cannot be elucidated. Formerly Belgian private coll. Thereafter Mr. M.
Formerly Coll. M.M., Paris. Egypt, Late Period, mid-1st
mill. B.C.
CHF 4,800

An Amulet in the Shape of a Double Fish.
L. 6.1 cm. Marble. Oval marble pebble carved in the
shape of a double fish. Heads, and back and tail fins
are slightly convex, carefully smoothed and offset by
sharp contours. The mouths indicated by filed grooves,
eyes shallowly drilled. Fine red-brown patina. Intact.
Formerly H.A. Cahn, Basle, 1990s. Western Anatolian,
late 4th-3rd mill. B.C.
CHF 1,800

An Amulet with Sekhmet Enthroned. H. 5 cm.
Light blue faience, details in dark blue. The lion-headed
goddess wears a close-fitting dress and holds a naos
sistrum in her right hand. Her face and mane are rendered in much detail. She is seated on an open-work
throne with a low backrest. The throne is decorated
with a representation of Nehebkau, a snake-shaped
god of protection, and a bow. Left arm missing. Backrest and base slightly worn. Formerly Coll. F. Schwarz,
6

A Frog Amulet. L. 4.5 cm. Light green faience. He
squats on a rectangular base eagerly waiting for a titbit
to fly by. The frog was regarded as an animal with regenerative powers. The ancient Egyptians believed that
frogs created themselves, before rising out of the mud.
Small frog amulets are numerous, but also larger sculptures of frogs were made and presented to temples as
votive gifts. Surface partially worn. Fine fissures. Formerly Coll. M.A., Paris. Egypt, Late Period, 600-300 B.C.
CHF 1,100

A Stamp Seal with Zebu Bull. H. 5 cm. L. 5 cm. Steatite. The square panel is engraved with a zebu bull, with
a distinctive dewlap, standing to left. At the top right, an
inscription in the not yet deciphered Indus script consisting of four characters. On the reverse, an eyelet. Clear
glaze, partially flaked off. Eyelet slightly worn. Formerly
art market, England. Indus Culture, ca. 2300-1750 B.C.
CHF 3,800

A DUCK-SHAPED Cosmetic Bowl. L. 5.6 cm. Agate.
The body of the bird forms an ovoid bowl with a wide
lip. The eyes, beak, and wings are indicated with finely
incised lines. Point of beak slightly curved. Head reattached. Formerly art market, England. Levant, 7th-6th
cent. B.C.
CHF 4,600

A crouching frog. L. 5 cm. Clay. The frog sits on a
fragmentarily preserved plinth. Its body is naturalistically rendered. Pointed head with broad mouth, beady
eyes. The skin of the frog is structured by longitudinal
grooves. Formerly Coll. Leo Mildenberg. Greek, 4th-3rd
cent. B.C.
CHF 650
CQ
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A Matrix with a Figure of a Lion. H. 10.4 cm. Fine
light clay. A lion strides aggressively to left, tail upright
and head outstretched with mouth open in a roar. Powerful head and shoulder mane. Slight chipping. Formed
from a positive stamp (patrix). Formerly French art market, 2003. Neo-Assyrian, 7th cent. B.C.
CHF 7,800

A Standard. H. 14.8 cm. Bronze. The standard consists
of two stylised, antithetical caprids, which are joined
by rings at the forelegs, waists and feet; between the
lower and central rings, remains of a tubular element,
with which the standard could be affixed to a pole. The
animals have long ears, naturalistic noses, their heads
are crowned with antlers, the ends of which curve outwards. Formerly Coll. Mrs. S., Germany, 1963. Luristan,
1st quarter 1st mill. B.C.
CHF 5,800

Recumbent panther. L. 3.1 cm. Bronze, solid cast. The
panther lies facing right with his forelegs outstretched.
He turns his head with wide-open mouth towards the
beholder. A collar around the neck. Circular punches represent the spotted fur. The curled tail lies close to the
body. A loop to fasten the object below the belly. Handle
applique. Intact. Formerly H.A. Cahn, Basle, 1990’s. Parthian, 2nd-3rd cent. A.D.
CHF 480
CQ

A Statuette of a SHREW Mouse. L. 23.5 cm. Wood, stuccoed and painted grey. Large figure of a shrew, once
attached to a small rectangular box serving as a coffin. This is indicated by two dowel holes at the underside of the
animal. The mouse is large and bulky, but its shape is stylised to such an extent that it can be clearly identified as a
shrew. Its trunk-like nose and the long tail are characteristic. Ears modern. Small restoration to the surface. Formerly
Coll. Dr. Ulrich Müller, Zurich, Switzerland; acquired 1968-1978. On the underside, a hand-written inventory number.
Egyptian, Ptolemaic, 3rd-1st cent. B.C.
CHF 5,600

An Applique with a Panther Attacking a Ram. L. 9.1 cm. Sheet bronze, open-work. The panther faces left,
the head of the ram in its wide-open jaws. Curved horns. Powerful representation of the panther. Joints and curves
of the body rendered by engraved hatching and lozenges. Long tail with curled tip. Reverse concave. Intact. Formerly
French private coll. Ordos, 4th-3rd cent. B.C.
CHF 5,500
7
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A Statuette of a Bull. L. 5 cm. Bronze. Long-legged
animal with short body; body and tail pinched to a ridge
at the top. The head is characterised by small, steep horns
above globular ears, attached disc-shaped eyes, and a
blunt, round mouth. Solid cast. Formerly art market,
Switzerland; JDC, Tiere und Mischwesen, Cat. 13 (Basle
2001) no. 16. Greek, Geometric, 8th cent. B.C.
CHF 1,200

A Handle with Attachments in the Form of
Birds. H. 5.5 cm. Bronze. Three stylised, delicate birds
attached to a ring, below an angular ledge with hole
for attachment. Intact. Formerly art market, Switzerland.
Greek, Geometric, 8th cent. B.C.
CHF 900

A Vessel Attachment in the Form of a Bird.
H. 6.2 cm. Bronze. An angled tubular shape with a stylised lotus flower on which a bird, with lens-shaped
head, is perched. Three transverse drill holes in the bottom section. Intact. Formerly art market, London; JDC,
Tiere und Mischwesen, Cat. 13 (Basle, 2001) no. 35.
Greek, early 7th cent. B.C.
CHF 2,400

A Statuette of a Pig or a Dog. L. 16.2 cm. Terracotta. Hand-modelled quadruped with attached globular
eyes, and large, alertly cocked ears. Elongated hollow
body with keel-like spine and half-twisted stumpy tail.
Traces of reddish wash on the surface. Painted on top of
it, black-brown pattern: the spine striped horizontally
and framed by bands; coat indicated with dots. Horizontal stripes on the belly. Legs reattached and partially
restored. Formerly Coll. H.C.A., Switzerland. Previously
JDC, Tiere und Mischwesen, Cat. 15 (Basle 2003) no. 6.
Submycenaean to Protogeometric, 12th-11th cent. B.C.
CHF 1,500

A Lid with Frog Attachment. H. 1.3 cm. Bronze.
The small, delicate and naturalistically rendered animal
squats on the round lid, the head curiously raised. At
the side, a vertical eyelet for attachment to a container.
Intact. Formerly Coll. S., Cologne, 1960’s to 1980’s. Roman, 1st-3rd cent. A.D.
CHF 600

A Foot of a Cista with Swans. L. 9.2 cm. Bronze. Corner of a square cista with a lion’s paw as foot. Above it, two
facing swans on an acanthus leaf with volutes. They turn their heads towards their wings. The front wing is raised,
the other wing hugs the swan’s body. On the back there is a ledge on which the corner of the cista was placed. Three
wing-tips either worn or missing. Formerly Coll. Louis-Gabriel Bellon (1819-1899). Old collection label on the inside:
“323”. Etruscan, 1st half of 3rd cent. B.C.
CHF 2,800

A Votive Statuette of a Goat. L. 5.9 cm. Bronze.
The goat stands on a flat base. The slender body is naturalistically rendered. Head with blunt muzzle, protruding eyes, curved horns, and a pointed goatee. Hindlegs
angled at the knees. Rounded rear with short, pointed
tail. Intact. Formerly private coll., East Sussex, acquired
1959-1970. Old label “GB 9” on underside of the hindlegs. Western Asia, ca. 1000 B.C.
CHF 2,800

A Statuette of a Bull. H. 5 cm. Bronze. Flat animal
figure with pinched ridges for dewlap, back, and belly.
The slender, elegantly curved body merges with the massive area of the neck. Small, raised head with carefully
engraved eyes, rounded mouth and short, pointed horns.
Votive figure or attachment. Intact. Formerly art market,
Germany, 2004. Greek, 7th cent. B.C.
CHF 1,200
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A Cosmetic Vessel in the Shape of a Sitting
Baboon. H. 5 cm. Clay, red slip. The baboon sits with
tucked-up hindlegs flanking his forelegs. Traces of dark
brown dotted decoration on the rump. The opening of
the vessel is located at the top of the head. A handle runs
from the baboon’s head to its back. Flat base. Intact. Formerly Coll. L. Mildenberg (1913-2001). Roman, 1st cent.
B.C.-1st cent. A.D.
CHF 1,300

A Female Panther. H. 9.3 cm. L. 8.5 cm. Clay. She
moves to right on a base. Head slightly turned backwards; plastically rendered muzzle; round, slightly recessed ears. Slim body with muscular legs. A row of teats
on her underside. Reverse unworked. Part of the forelegs
and base are missing, a fragment reattached at back.
Formerly Coll. L. Mildenberg (1913-2001), Inv. no. M390.
Publ.: A.P. Kozloff - D.G. Mitten - M. Sguaitamatti, More
Animals in Ancient Art from the Leo Mildenberg Collection (Mainz 1986) no. 144 with illus. Eastern Greek, ca.
300 B.C.
2,200

A Griffin Protome. H. 14.4 cm. Clay. The griffin
looks straight ahead, his proudly raised head crowned
by a jagged crest. The eyebrows project far over the
spherical eyes. Powerful, curved beak with pronounced
nostrils. Tufts of feathers on the breast. Complete, reassembled from four fragments. Slightly worn. Formerly
Coll. B.A.W., Basle, Switzerland. Roman, 2nd cent. B.C.1st cent. A.D.
CHF 1,800

An Owl Skyphos. H. 7 cm. D. 9 cm. Clay. Skyphos
of type A with two horizontal handles. Owl to the right
between two olive branches. One handle reattached. Formerly German priv. coll. Apulian, late 5th cent. B.C.
CHF 2,200

An Aryballos in the Shape of a Crouching
Hare. L. 7.4 cm. Clay, red matt glaze. The hare rests on
his long, schematically rendered paws. Mouth, head and
the long ears form a curve reaching to his hind quarters.
Pronounced, circular eyes. Fur and contours indicated
with dotted and linear decoration. A drill hole below the
ear for suspension. An opening in the forehead. Used as
an ointment vessel. Belongs to the “Group with Cylindrical Body”. Glaze partially abraded, a small surface loss
on left side filled in. Formerly Hesperia Arts Auction,
New York, 27 November 1990, no. 103 (as part of lot).
Middle Corinthian, 600-575 B.C.
CHF 2,400
CQ

A Lamp with a Bull’s Head. H. 17 cm. Wrought iron. Large open lamp. At one end, the sides are squeezed together
to form a nozzle for the wick. The high handle curves inwards and ends in a stylised bull’s head. Leaf-shaped muzzle
with hook, a drill hole in the middle. At the transition to the handle, two elegant S-shaped horns curve upwards. The
base of the lamp is concave. Comes with its original chain, composed of six links connected by hooks and loops.
Surface slightly corroded. Unbroken. Formerly Munich art market, 2008. Scythian, North West Caucasus, 1st-2nd cent.
A.D.
CHF 5,800
9
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A Razor with Dolphin Handle. L. 9.4 cm. Bronze.
The boat-shaped blade of hammered iron is held by a
cast bronze handle. The elegantly curved body of the
dolphin terminates in a spatula-shaped tail fin. The surface of the body is roughened with lines of dots applied
when cold. Formerly art market, Munich, 2000. There
after Tiere und Mischwesen, Cat. 13 (Basle 2001) no. 95.
Roman, 1st-2nd cent. A.D.
CHF 1,200

A Squatting Squirrel. L. 3.3 cm. Bronze, solid cast.
The cute little animal squats on the ground, its ears attentively cocked. The head rests on its extended front
paws, the bushy tail is curled up to the back. Intact. Formerly Austrian priv. coll. Roman, 1st-3rd cent., A.D.
CHF 1,400

A Monumental Head of Horse. H. 57 cm. Limestone. The horse is shown in majestic movement, its head drawn
close to its powerful, curved neck. It looks straight ahead proudly. The head is set off from the neck by a broad groove.
Deep-set eyes under protruding brows. Circular drill-holes for the pupils and nostrils. Flat muzzle with slightly opened
mouth. Long, sickle-shaped tufts of hair on the forehead and around the ears. The straps of the bridle cross each other
above the forehead and muzzle as well as on each cheek. The browband is decorated with a large disc on the forehead
and with a small disc on either cheek. The mane is formed by a dense row of voluminous S-shaped curls. Part of a
monumental piece of sculpture. Possibly from an equestrian statue. Coll. A.P., Brussels, acquired between 1967-1969.
Eastern Roman Empire, 2nd-3rd cent. A.D.
CHF 88,000
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A Fragment from a Relief with the Representation of a Boar’s Head. H. 14 cm. Marble. The
boar looks to the left with his mouth wide open. The
pronounced bulge on the forehead, the powerful tusks
and the thick, shaggy hair are the distinct characteristics of the fully grown male animal. The head probably
decorated a shield depicted in the relief. Snout slightly
worn. Formerly Coll. Jumpertz, Rhineland, before 1983.
Roman, ca. 300 A.D.
CHF 1,800
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A Pair of Hooks of a Belt. L. 6 cm. Bronze. A rare
representation of a stylized ketos with curled tail. The
body decorated with fine incised lines and scales. Intact.
Formerly art market, France. Central Asia, 1st mill. B.C.
CHF 800

A Statuette of an Eagle on a Column. H. 12 cm.
Bronze. He stands upright with his claws gripping the
head of a ram placed on top of a column. The smooth,
tapering column rises from a rectangular plinth and
is crowned by a stylised Ionic capital. Eagles perching
upon the heads of animals, especially rams, are documented several times in connection with the cult of Jupiter Dolichenus. This bronze was, therefore, probably a
votive gift to this deity. Shaft of column and shoulder of
right wing slightly worn. Formerly Coll. Dr. Franz Curt
Fetzer (1900-2000). Roman, 1st-2nd cent. A.D.
CHF 1,600

A Statuette of a Horse with Rider. H. 26.7 cm. L. 23.5 cm. Terracotta, polychromy. The galloping horse is
shown in energetic movement with its front legs forward. The right hind leg is slightly raised. Modelled fully in the
round, the proudly raised head underlines the dynamic impression of the whole. Compact chest, slim body and elegant
legs, the bridle adorned with discs. On the head an attachment, probably for further adornments for the mane. On the
body, traces of a white slip. On the bridle, traces of blue paint, residues of pink paint on mouth and nostrils. The rider
wears Phrygian cap, corselet and greaves. Right leg of rider reattached, left restored; upper parts of arms preserved;
corselet worn. His head probably does not belong. Horse fully intact except for the separately attached tail, surfaces
slightly worn in places. Rider probably does not belong. Formerly Coll. O.G., Bavaria, Germany. Western Greek, Canosan, 4th-3rd cent. B.C.
CHF 6,600
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A Pair of Horses. L. 8.6 cm. Bronze. Two addorsed
horse’s heads connected by a tube of semi-circular crosssection and with a ridge on top. The horses have slender
muzzles, slightly protruding eyes and small, curved ears.
The mane forms a ridge rising abruptly from forehead
and running almost to the base of the neck. A slight
constriction at the base of the neck forms the transition
to the tube. One end of tube partly missing, right horse’s
head reattached. Part of a horse’s bridle. Formerly London art market. Greek, Laconian, 7th cent. B.C.
CHF 2,200

A head of a lion. H. 8.5 cm. Polychromed wood. Applique from a piece of furniture in the shape of a strongly
stylized lion’s head. White face, contours set off in black
and red, brown body. A few fissures on the top, minor
chipping on the bottom edges. A rectangular recess with
a round hole in the underside, to affix the piece. Formerly Coll. Jürg Marquard, Herrliberg, Switzerland. Egypt,
Ptolemaic or Roman Period, 2nd-1st cent. B.C.
CHF 1,800

Aryballos in the Shape of an Eagle’s Head.
L. 8.2 cm. Clay, brown and red matt glaze. The eagle
holds its quarry, a writhing, hissing snake, in its powerful beak. Large eyes, circular pupils. Narrow mouth
accentuated by a coloured line. The vessel’s opening on
the eagle’s forehead. Wavy lines below the eyes, dots in
brown and red matt varnish. Used as an ointment vessel.
Fine cracks due to tension on the right, otherwise intact.
Formerly New York art market, 1990. On the flat reverse
old inventory no. “598”. Eastern Greek, Rhodes (?), 1st
half-mid 6th cent. B.C.
CHF 2,800
A Tinned Bronze Attachment. H. 35.5 cm. Tinned bronze. This long rectangular panel would appear to be one
of a series originally connected by arches. The finely engraved scene, startling in both size and content, is of a venerable grape vine, with massive trunk, and swirling branches which terminate in large leaves and bear numerous
clusters of fruit. At the base of the vine’s gnarled trunk, a small goat, horned and bearded, rears up to right on its
hind legs, as though to feed on foliage. Its pelt is stippled; an impression remains of its extended forelegs which,
passing behind the vine, were not fully engraved in the final design. The trunk’s bark is in places rendered with
a series of several short grooves; and the pollarded branch, lowermost on the right, has been masked out by the
tinning of the background, in contrast to vine and goat of uncoated bronze, probably of golden hue in the original,
now patinated light green. The vertical edges are perforated for attachment, perhaps once to a frame of wood;
several larger holes along the lower edge. Tinned coating slightly abraded. Formerly priv. coll., London, acquired
in the 1980’s. Roman, 3rd-4th cent. A.D.
CHF 18,000
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An Applique in the Form of a Lion’s Head.
D. 18 cm. Sheet bronze, hammered. The face of a lion
with large staring eyes and pronounced muzzle, encir
cled with a mane of radiating, engraved tufts. A rim
with three ridges. A massive handle ring originally
passed through the open mouth. Slight restoration to
rim. An attachment hole through rim above. Applique
from a door or a sarcophagus. Rim restored at several
places. Mouth restored. Formerly JDC Cat. 13 (Basle 2001) No. 98 with illus. Previously Coll. Hofmann,
Berlin, before 1939, acquired from Ruth Hofmann. Roman, 2nd-3rd cent. A.D.
CHF 1,600

A Rhyton in the Form of a Boar’s Head. L. 16.9
cm. Clay, matt red glaze. Head hand modelled, conical
body made with the potter’s wheel. Expressive head.
Tusks clearly visible. Protruding eyes, small spoonshaped ears. A ridge separates the head from the body.
Traces of paint on the snout and body of vessel. Crest
missing. Reassembled. Formerly Coll. L. Mildenberg
(1913-2001), inv.-no. M 833. Western Greek, mid-4th
cent. B.C.
CHF 3,600

A Large Relief-Decorated Lamp with 5 Nozzles. D. ca. 25 cm. Clay, polychrome painting. The disc of this
imposing lamp is decorated with two dolphins, which jump out of the water, indicated with wavy lines, to catch an
electric ray. At the base of the handle, a rosette flanked by leaves or branches. The base of each of the five nozzles is
decorated with a theatre mask. Traces of a white slip and blue and reddish paint. Intact. Formerly Dutch priv. coll.,
1960’s. Previously Coll. van der Aa, Belgium. On the base, an old inventory no. “60”. Western Greek, Canosa, ca. 320310 B.C.
CHF 6,800

Two Sculptor’s Models of Crocodiles. L. 12 cm.
White limestone. The crocodiles lie on low, rectangular
bases and are finely sculpted, with much attention given to the details of their heads and legs. Their tails are
slightly curved. The edges of the base and one crocodile’s
tail are slightly worn. One base with crocodile’s tail is
reassembled from a few large fragments. The artefacts
could be either sculptor’s models or votive gifts to the
crocodile-god Sobek. Formerly Paris art market. Egypt,
Ptolemaic, 3rd-2nd cent. B.C.
CHF 18,000
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Favourites

A Gold Pendant
By Yvonne Yiu

A Lunate Pendant. H. 4.5 cm. L. 5 cm. Gold, garnet. Nabatean-Hellenistic, 2nd cent. B.C.
CHF 14,000

A Pendant with a Theatre Mask. H. 2.6 cm.
Gold, agate. Roman, 2nd-3rd cent. A.D.
				 CHF 4,600

Shortly before Herbert A. Cahn retired at the
age of 83, he introduced his company, H.A.C.
– Kunst der Antike, into the age of computing. Although one typewriter still holds out
courageously in the accounts department, the
many advantages of the computer were indisputable and the transition from paper to
digital files was gradually implemented.

what less refined, but charming because of its
direct simplicity.

For a short while, both worlds co-existed on
equal terms. Elfriede Gaiser, who was then
responsible for entering the address data into
the computer, remembers her unusual workplace with a smile: “The computer stood on
an antique escritoire. One always had to be
extremely careful not to squash the computer
when one shut the desk. A statue of a Roman
emperor stood on one side of the escritoire
and a Greek vase on the other. The vase served as a waste-paper basket and was later
sold at auction.”

Gold pendants, frequently combined with
other precious materials, were popular in
many ancient cultures. In the stock of the
Gallery Cahn, there are currently three such
pendants from three different cultures and
epochs. A delicate Etruscan pendant of the
7th-6th centuries B.C. is embossed with a female head. The magnificent Nabatean-Hellenistic lunate pendant of the 2nd century B.C.
is richly decorated with filigree gold wire,
granulation and garnets. The agate theatre
mask in a gold setting created by a Roman
artist in the 2nd-3rd centuries A.D. is some-

Due to its great value and sun-like radiance,
golden jewellery has been highly valued since
the beginning of time and was, correspondingly, often given as a sign of appreciation and
friendship. Thus, it numbered amongst the
apophoreta given during the Roman Saturnalia: “A gold hair-pin. So that your anoint
ed locks do not spoil your shiny silks, let a
hair-pin fasten and hold up your curled hair.”
(Mart. 14.24).

As a token of appreciation for Elfriede
Gaiser’s helpfulness, Herbert A. Cahn gave
her a gold aedicula with a figure of Hermes
in its interior, which was crafted in Egypt
in the 1st-2nd century A.D. He also made a
sketch showing how the plaque could be turned into the pendant of a necklace. Elfriede
Gaiser treasures this small work of ancient
art, the sketch and accompanying notes as
valued keepsakes from Herbert A. Cahn.
Aedicula with Hermes. H. 2.2 cm. Gold. Egypt, 1st-2nd cent. A.D.
Description and Sketch (1:1) by Herbert A. Cahn
14
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Recipes from Antiquity

Io Saturnalia!
By Yvonne Yiu

A Saturnalian Feast According to
the Epigramms of Martial
We wish each other “Merry Christmas!” – in
ancient Rome it was, however, the cry of
“Io Saturnalia!” that resounded in the chilly
month of December. Temple ruins on the Forum Romanum reveal that the cult of Saturn
pre-dated the foundation of Rome. Nonethe
less, the customs related to the Saturnalia,
to which the written sources bear witness,
are probably the result of the radical transformation of the celebrations following the
Romans’ devastating defeat by Hannibal at
Trasimene in the year 217 (Livius 22.1.19).
In the Republic, the festivities lasted for three
days, from 17-19 December, and in the Imperial Period they were extended to encompass
an entire week. The Saturnalia were inaugurated by a sacrificium publicum, followed by
a public banquet before the Temple of Saturn.
The senators doffed their togas and, instead,
clothed themselves in the synthesis, a garment that was otherwise only worn indoors.
A carnivalesque mood prevailed: masters and
servants associated with each other on an
equal footing, general drunkenness and obscene jokes gave rise to intemperate mirth,
and gambling, otherwise forbidden by law,
was allowed. Private celebration typically
took the form of dinner parties, and gifts
were exchanged.
Two collections of epigrams, the “Xenia” and
“Apophoreta” by Marcus Valerius Martialis
(40-ca.104 A.D.), which were published in ca.
84 A.D., provide us with information about
the food eaten and the presents given at the
Saturnalia. It was an ancient custom that the
guests could carry away the food left over at
a dinner party – this was the original mean
ing of the word “apophoreta”. In the course
of time, it became common practice to let
the guests take home other things connected
with the banquet, such as cutlery and crock
ery, furniture, and even the slaves who had
served the food. Finally, the term “apophoreta” became synonymous for presents in general, and it is in this sense that Martial uses
the word in his collection of epigrams. To
highlight the presents of food, Martial chose
the rare word “Xenia” (guest-friendship) as
the title of his book of epigrams on food and
drink during the Saturnalia.
The food served at the feast in the Gallery
Cahn was based on a rather modest selection
from the 127 poems in the “Xenia”.
CQ

A Recumbant Symposiast. L. 6.1 cm. Bronze. Etruscan, ca. 480 B.C. CHF 14,500

The appetiser (gustatio) consisted of: “Lettuce. The lettuce which used to end our
ancestors’ dinners, tell me, why does it begin
our feasts?” (Mart. 13.14). By contrasting the
modest meals of his ancestors with the opulent banquets in his day, Martial humorously implies that eating lettuce at the start of
a meal is a sign of moral turpitude. Lettuce
was regarded as a laxative and was, therefore, commonly consumed as an appetiser to
activate the digestive system.
For the main course (mensa prima), I cooked
“Poultry chickens. If I had Libyan birds and
pheasants, you would receive them; but as
it is receive birds of the farmyard.” (Mart.
13.45), “Lentils. Receive from the Nile lentils, a present from Pelusium. They’re cheaper
than wheat, dearer than beans.” (Mart. 13.9)
and “Headed leeks. Well-wooded Aricia sends
outstanding leeks: note the green leaves on
the snow-white stem.” (Mart. 13.19)
With the chicken and the lentils, Martial wittily draws attention to the fact that he is presenting cheap gifts, although more precious
ones might be more appropriate. Martial thereby pokes fun at the conventions of amicitia, which required that the value of a gift
correspond precisely to the social status of
the giver and of the receiver. This is in tune
with the breaches of etiquette that Saturnalian revellers so keenly enjoyed: at Saturnalian
feasts, the gifts were occasionally distributed by lot, thus flouting the hierarchy of the
guests.

Pullus Varianus (centre) surrounded by ius candidus, lenticulam de castaneis, mustacei and porros
(from left to right)

As Martial does not supply any information
on how to cook the food, I consulted De re
coquinaria, a collection of recipes attributed
to the Roman gourmet Marcus Gavius Apicius. For brevity’s sake, I will only present
Pullus Varianus, in a version slightly adapted
to the modern kitchen (recipe no. 247):
Boil 1 chopped leek in 2 dl water, 2 dl white
wine, 1 tbsp. liquamen, 1 tbsp. olive oil and
a handful each of fresh coriander and savory.
Put the leek aside to be served as a vegeta
ble accompaniment. Remove the herbs. Cut a
whole chicken into pieces and boil it in the
leek stock. To make the sauce, grind 100g of
pine nuts and 1 boiled egg white in a mortar.
If your kitchen slave is on holiday, you may
use a blender. Dilute the paste with a little
stock and simmer with 2 dl milk. Add alica
(wheat groats) or starch to thicken the sauce.
Arrange the chicken on a platter and pour the
sauce over it. It is called “white sauce” (ius
candidum).
The white sauce is mild and creamy with a
delicate nutty flavour, which brings out the
characteristic taste of the chicken. In this respect, the Pullus Varianus is quite different
from the otherwise heavily seasoned Roman
dishes.
As was customary in ancient Rome, the dessert (mensa secunda) was made up of fresh
fruit, and – a must during the Saturnalia – nuts. It went without saying that the
guests could carry home the leftovers in
their napkins, like the impudent Caecilianus
(Mart. 2.37). Following Martial’s suggestion
(Mart. 13.4.5), the apophoreta I gave to my
guests were not actual objects but distichoi.
Amongst these imaginary gifts were not only
a speaking parrot (Mart. 14.73) and writing
tablets of precious wood (Mart. 14.3) but
also – most befitting in view of our recent
auction – a pastry Priapus. For reasons of
decorum no translation is supplied: “Priapus
siligineus. Si vis esse satur, nostrum potes
esse Priapum; ipsa licet rodas inguine, purus
eris.” (Mart. 14.69)
15
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Highlight

An Attic Black-figure Hydria
By John Robert Guy

tails in added red and white. Remains of an
Etruscan graffito on the reserved underside
of the foot. The thinly applied glaze on the
vase’s left side has, in good part, misfired
brownish orange in the kiln. Body unbroken;
repairs to mouth and foot. The figurework of
the main panel’s left section has been retouched during an early restoration.
Affixed to the glazed inside of the neck, opposite the handle, is a small etiquette with
the printed collection number 276. - For a
closely related hydria, both stylistically and
thematically, one may compare Toronto, Royal Ontario Museum 919.5.133 (ABV 277, 10;
BAPD no. 320172; CVA Toronto 1, 18-19, pls.
24.3 and 4, 25.3 and 4), which Beazley assigns to the manner of the Antimenes Painter. The vase under discussion lacks, however,
the trademark Antimenean animal-frieze as
predella. The wheel of the chariot, with its
six rather than the usual four spokes, is note
worthy.
A Black-figure Hydria, Attributed to the Circle of the Antimenes Painter H. 50.5 cm.
Clay. Attic, ca. 520-510 B.C.
CHF 75,000

Across the front of this large vessel for water,
within a panel framed laterally by borders of
ivy, a wedding procession unfolds, doubtless
that of Peleus and Thetis. The bridal couple
stands in the car, to right, of a stately quadriga that fairly fills the space. The groom
controls the team with reins and a goad, his
still veiled bride at his side. Behind and partly masked by the pair is a female attendant;
another, intended as torch-bearer to light
the way, stands at far right, her upper body
screened by horses’ heads above which emerge her (here empty!) raised hands. In centreleft background, Apollo provides musical accompaniment to the festivities as he strums a
large kithara. Facing him is a trio of comely
goddesses, one of whom wears a radiate po16

los - possibly his mother Leto, assisted by his
sister Artemis and a third Olympian (Aphrodite?). In the broad shoulder zone, Herakles
wrestles with the Nemean lion. His bow, quiver and cloak are suspended directly above.
Four onlookers symmetrically flank the principal group - on the left, Herakles’s nephew,
Iolaos, who shoulder’s the hero’s signature
club, and a mantled female with spear; on
the right, his patron and protector, Athena,
wearing aegis and high-crested helmet, who
offers her encouragement with an extended
right arm, and is seconded by Hermes who,
sporting petasos and winged boots, holds
the messenger’s wand (kerykeion) in his left
hand. A band of tongues borders the scene
above; a zone of rays at the body’s base. De-

Provenance: Formerly London, Christie’s Antiquities (Part I): A Fine Collection of Classical Antiquities, 10 July 1974, lot no. 119, pl.
38; Kelts Collection, La Jolla, California.
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